CEO Message

Dear Friends and Supporters,

Our worldwide global family is an amazing collection of people, businesses and other agencies in the USA and around the world, who share a common goal in WER’s Mission Statement. However you fit into this incredible group, I want to thank you. If it were not for you, our work would be lacking an essential partner in giving children a living chance.

Children are WER’s main focus, whether through Native American Emergency Relief’s outreach to provide food, water barrels and firewood to Native Americans in need or through World Emergency Relief’s international efforts to deliver practical assistance to fight hunger, disaster and despair. And with your help we have accomplished so much this year to deliver life-changing aid to vulnerable children and their families.

And while our financial highlights suggest that our activities were downscaled from previous years, this shift reflects changes in accounting policies, rather than a decrease in services rendered.

I hope you will continue to help us ease the pain of people in distress. Your encouragement, support and generosity helps us reach thousands of children worldwide, every day. Thank you!

Kristy Scott
Chief Executive Officer

Mission Statement

World Emergency Relief is dedicated to providing humanitarian assistance to people harmed by natural disaster, armed conflict, physical or mental abuse and exploitation, or poverty.
Our commitment to improving children's lives continues through our two primary outreaches, Native American Emergency Relief & Children's Food Fund. NAER's focus is to improve the lives of Native American's by providing food, blankets, firewood, water barrels and agricultural support. CFF programs concentrate on feeding children and providing resources for their basic needs.

Through these programs, WER provided over $4.9 million in food, medicines, hygiene and disaster relief supplies to people in need.

In 2018, WER donors helped us to:

- Deliver 2.9 million meals to hungry African children
- Provide 274,809 pounds of fresh produce, non-perishable food, blankets, firewood, household items and water barrels to Native American families
- Feed, clothe, educate and provide medical care for 407 children in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
- Respond with much needed emergency supplies for disaster victims across the USA